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The Durra Runtime Environment
Abstract. Durra is a language designed to support PMS-level programming.
PMS stands for Processor-Memory-Switch, the name of the highest level in the
hierarchy of digital systems.  An application or PMS-level program is written in
Durra as a set of task descriptions and type declarations that prescribes a way to
manage the resources of a heterogeneous machine network.  The application de-
scribes the tasks to be instantiated and executed as concurrent processes, the
types of data to be exchanged by the processes, and the intermediate queues
required to store the data as they move from producer to consumer processes.

This report describes the Durra Runtime Environment.  The environment consists
of three active components: the application tasks, the Durra server, and the Durra
scheduler. After compiling the type declarations, the component task descrip-
tions, and the application description, the application can be executed by starting
an instance of the server on each processor, starting an instance of the scheduler
on one of the processors, and downloading the component task implementations
(i.e., the programs) to the processors.  The scheduler receives as an argument
the name of the file containing the scheduler program generated by the compi-
lation of the application description.  This step initiates the execution of the appli-
cation.

1. Introduction to Durra

Durra [1, 2] is a language designed to support PMS-level programming.  PMS stands for
Processor-Memory-Switch, the name of the highest level in the hierarchy of digital systems
introduced by Bell and Newell in [3]. An application or PMS-level program is written in Durra
as a set of task descriptions and type declarations that prescribes a way to manage the
resources of a heterogeneous machine network.  The application describes the tasks to be
instantiated and executed as concurrent processes, the types of data to be exchanged by
the processes, and the intermediate queues required to store the data as they move from
producer to consumer processes.

Because tasks are the primary building blocks, we refer to Durra as a task-level description
language. We use the term ‘‘description language’’ rather than ‘‘programming language’’ to
emphasize that a Durra application is not translated into object code in some kind of ex-
ecutable (conventional) ‘‘machine language’’ (the domain of the Instruction Set Processor or
ISP level introduced in [3]). Instead, a Durra application is a description of the structure and
behavior of a logical machine to be synthesized into resource allocation and scheduling
directives, which are then interpreted by a combination of software, firmware, and hardware
in each of the processors and buffers of a heterogeneous machine (the domain of PMS).
This is the translation process depicted in Figure 1-1.a.

We see three distinct phases in the process of developing an application using Durra: the
creation of a library of tasks, the creation of an application using library tasks, and the ex-
ecution of the application.  These three phases are illustrated in Figure 1-1.b.
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During the first phase, the developer of the application writes descriptions of the data types
(image buffers, map database queries, etc.) and of the tasks (sensor processing, feature
recognition, map database management, etc.).

Type declarations are used to specify the format and properties of the data that will be pro-
duced and consumed by the tasks in the application.  As we will see later in this chapter,
tasks communicate through typed ports; and for each data type in the application, a type
declaration must be written in Durra, compiled, and entered in the library.

Task descriptions are used to specify the properties of a task implementation (a program).
For a given task, there may be many implementations, differing in programming language
(e.g., C or assembly language), processor type (e.g., Motorola 68020 or IBM 1401), perfor-
mance characteristics, or other attributes.  As in the case of type declaration, for each imple-
mentation of a task, a task description must be written in Durra, compiled, and entered in the
library. A task description includes specifications of a task implementation’s performance
and functionality, the types of data it produces or consumes, the ports it uses to commu-
nicate with other tasks, and other miscellaneous attributes of the implementation.

During the second phase, the user writes an application description. Syntactically, an appli-
cation description is a single task description and could be stored in the library as a new
task. This allows writing of hierarchical application descriptions.  When the application de-
scription is compiled, the compiler generates a set of resource allocation and scheduling
commands or instructions to be interpreted by the scheduler.

During the last phase, the scheduler loads the task implementations (i.e., programs cor-
responding to the component tasks) into the processors and issues the appropriate com-
mands to execute the programs.

1.1. Type Declarations

The data types transmitted between the tasks are declared independently of the tasks.  In
Durra, these data type declarations specify scalars (of possible variable length), arrays,
simple record types, or unions of other types, as shown in the following examples:

type packet is size 128 to 1024;
-- Packets are of variable length.

type tail is array (5 10) of packet;
-- Tails are 5 by 10 arrays of packets.

type rec is record (rows: integer, columns: integer, data: packet);
-- Recs consist of two integers and a packet.

type mix is union (head, tail);
-- Mixs could be heads or tails.

CMU/SEI-88-TR-18 3



1.2. Task Descriptions

Task descriptions are the building blocks for applications.  Task descriptions include the fol-
lowing information (Figure 1-2):  (1) its interface to other tasks (ports) and to the scheduler
(signals); (2) its attributes; (3) its functional and timing behavior; and (4) its internal
structure, thereby allowing for hierarchical task descriptions.

task task-name
ports -- Used for communication between a process and a queue

port-declarations

signals -- Used for communication between a process and the scheduler
signal-declarations

attributes -- Used to specify miscellaneous properties of the task
attribute-value-pairs

behavior -- Used to specify functional and timing behavior of the task
requires predicate
ensures predicate
timing timing expression

structure -- A graph describing the internal structure of the task
process-declarations -- Declaration of instances of internal subtasks

bind-declarations -- Mapping of internal ports to this task’s ports

queue-declarations -- Means of communication between internal processes

reconfiguration-statements -- Dynamic modifications to the structure
end task-name

Figure 1-2: A Template for Task Descriptions

1.2.1. Interface Information
The interface information defines the ports of the processes instantiated from the task and
the signals used by these processes to communicate with the scheduler:

ports
in1: in heads;
out1, out2: out tails;

signals
stop, start, resume: in;
range_error, format_error: out;

A port declaration specifies the direction and type of data moving through the port.  An in
port takes input data from a queue; an out port deposits data into a queue.  A signal decla-
ration specifies only the direction of the scheduler messages.  An in signal is a message
that a process can receive from the scheduler; an out signal is a message that a process
can send to the scheduler; an in out signal is used for both directions of communication.
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1.2.2. Attribute Information
The attribute information specifies miscellaneous properties of a task.  Attributes are a
means of indicating pragmas or hints to the compiler and/or scheduler.  In a task descrip-
tion, the developer of the task lists the actual value of a property; in a task selection (Section
1.3), the user of a task lists the desired value of the property.  Example attributes include
author, version number, programming language, file name, and processor type:

attributes
author = "jmw";
implementation = "program_name";
Queue_Size = 25;

1.2.3. Behavioral Information
The behavioral information specifies functional and timing properties about the task.  The
functional information part of a task description consists of a pre-condition on what is re-
quired to be true of the data coming through the input ports, and a post-condition on what is
guaranteed to be true of the data going out through the output ports.  The timing expression
describes the behavior of the task in terms of the operations it performs on its input and
output ports.  For additional information about the syntax and semantics of the functional
and timing behavior description, see the Durra reference manual [1].

1.2.4. Structural Information
The structural information defines a process-queue graph (e.g., Figure 1-1.a) and possible
dynamic reconfiguration of the graph.  Three kinds of declarations and one kind of statement
can appear as structural information. This is illustrated in Figure 1-3, which shows the Durra
(i.e., textual) version of the example in Figure 1-1.a.

A process declaration of the form

process_name : task task_selection

creates a process as an instance of the specified task. Since a given task (e.g.,
convolution) might have a number of different implementations that differ along different
dimensions such as algorithm used, code version, performance, processor type, the task
selection in a process declaration specifies the desirable features of a suitable implemen-
tation. The presence of task selections within task descriptions provides direct linguistic
support for hierarchically structured tasks (Section 1.3).

A queue declaration of the form

queue_name [queue_size]: port_name_1 > data_transformation > port_name_2

creates a queue through which data flow from an output port of a process (port_name_1)
into the input port of another process (port_name_2).  Data transformations are operations
applied to data coming from a source port before they are delivered to a destination port.

A port binding of the form

task_port = process_port

CMU/SEI-88-TR-18 5



task ALV
ports
in1, in2: in map_database;
in3: in destination;

structure
process
navigator: task navigator

attributes author = "jmw";
end navigator;

road_predictor: task road_predictor;
landmark_predictor: task landmark_predictor;

. . . . . . . .
ct_process: task corner_turning;

queue
q1: navigator.out1 > > road_predictor.in2;
q2: navigator.out2 > > landmark_predictor.in1;

. . . . . . . .
q12:position_computation.out2> > landmark_predictor.in2;

bind
in1 = road_predictor.in1;
in2 = navigator.in1;
in3 = navigator.in2;

end ALV;

Figure 1-3: Structural Information

maps a port on an internal process to a port defining the external interface of a compound
task.

A reconfiguration statement of the form

if condition then
remove process-names
process process-declarations
queues queue-declarations

end if;

is a directive to the scheduler.  It is used to specify changes in the current structure of the
application (i.e., process-queue graph) and the conditions under which these changes take
effect. Typically, a number of existing processes and queues are replaced by new proc-
esses and queues, which are then connected to the remainder of the original graph.  The
reconfiguration predicate is a Boolean expression involving time values, queue sizes, and
other information available to the scheduler at runtime.
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1.3. Task Selections

As described in the previous section, a process is an instance of a task specified in the
process declaration. Given that a number of alternative task implementations might exist in
the library, it is necessary to specify in the process declaration the desirable properties of
the appropriate implementation.  Here are some examples of process declarations, which in
turn are used to select tasks:

process
p1: task finder;
p2: task finder ports foo: in heads, bar: out tails; end finder;
p3: task finder attributes author="mrb"; end finder;

In a process declaration, an instance of a task is bound to the name of the process.  The
task selection contains at least the name of a task and (optionally) interface, attribute, and
behavior requirements (i.e., anything but structural information) and is used to select among
a number of alternative task implementations.

A task can therefore be identified and selected from the library just by its name (if the name
is unique in the library), by its interface properties (e.g., port types), by its attributes (e.g.,
version number), by its functional or timing behavior (e.g., a pre-condition), or by any combi-
nation of these.

1.4. Runtime Components

There are three active components in the Durra runtime environment: the application tasks,
the Durra server, and the Durra scheduler.  Figure 1-4 shows the relationship among these
components.

After compiling the type declarations, the component task descriptions, and the application
description, as described previously and illustrated in Figure 1-1, the application can be ex-
ecuted by performing the following operations:

1. The component task implementations (Chapter 4) must be stored in a special
directory in the appropriate processors. The directory name (Chapter 7) is
known to the Durra servers and scheduler.

2. An instance of the Durra server (Chapter 3) must be started in each proces-
sor.

3. The scheduler (Chapter 2) must be started in one of the processors.  The
scheduler receives as an argument the name of the file containing the
scheduler program generated by the compilation of the application description.
This step initiates the execution of the application.

In the remainder of this report, we describe in detail the three components of the runtime
environment: the scheduler, the server, and the application task.
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2. The Scheduler

The scheduler is the part of the Durra runtime system responsible for starting the tasks,
establishing communication links, and monitoring the execution of the application.  In addi-
tion, the scheduler implements the predefined tasks (broadcast, merge, and deal) and the
data transformations described in [1]. The scheduler is invoked with a UNIX command of the
form:

sched scheduler_program

where the argument is the name of the file containing the scheduler instructions generated
by the Durra compiler (See Chapter 6 for additional information about this command.)

2.1. Scheduler Instructions

The scheduler currently understands the following instructions produced by the Durra com-
piler:

port_allocate This instruction takes four parameters: 1) the name of the task that is
defining the port; 2) the name of the port; 3) the type of the port; and 4)
the direction of the port (i.e., whether it is an input or output port).  The
naming convention NAME1.NAME2 is used to represent process
NAME2 within task NAME1.

(port_allocate MAIN.PA OUT1 STRING out)

queue_allocate This instruction takes seven parameters:  1) the name of the task defin-
ing the queue; 2) the name of the queue; 3) the name of the task writing
to the queue; 4) the name of the port that task will use; 5) the name of
the task reading from the queue; 6) the name of the port that task will
use; and 7) the maximum number of elements that the queue can hold
(if the queue declaration does specify a size, this parameter is 0).  If
transformations are specified in the queue definition, they appear as
separate instructions.

(queue_allocate MAIN QAM PA OUT1 PM IN1 0 0 STRING)

transformation This instruction takes three parameters: 1) the name of the task defining
the queue; 2) the name of the queue; and 3) the list of transformations
to be applied to the elements in the queue.

task_load This instruction takes three parameters: 1) the task name; 2) a proces-
sor to run it on (either a specific processor or a class of processors);
and 3) the name of the executable file.

(task_load MAIN.PC VAX  "sink_task2")

buffer_task This instruction takes three parameters: 1) the task name; 2) the kind of
buffer task (currently broadcast, merge, and deal are implemented);
and 3) the ‘‘mode’’ of the buffer task (e.g., fifo, round-robin).

(buffer_task MAIN.PM MERGE FIFO)

CMU/SEI-88-TR-18 9



equal_port
This instruction takes four parameters: 1) the task name of the main
task; 2) the port name used by the main task; 3) the task name of the
subtask; and 4) the port name used by the subtask.  This instruction
implements the port bind declarations.

(equal_port MAIN IN PM IN2)

type This instruction takes a variable number of parameters:  All have the
following two parameters: 1) the name of the type; and 2) the kind of
type (ARRAY, SIZE, UNION, RECORD).  Additionally, an ARRAY type
has the type of elements of the array, followed by zero or more bounds.
A SIZE (scalar) type has an upper and lower bound for the length, in
bits. A UNION type has a list of the types making up the union.  A
RECORD type has a list of the field names and types.

(type FLOAT SIZE 32 32)
(type FLOAT_IMAGE ARRAY FLOAT)
(type GENERAL_IMAGE UNION FLOAT_IMAGE INTEGER_IMAGE)
(type RECTANGLE RECORD

FIRST_ROW:INTEGER LAST_ROW:INTEGER
FIRST_COL:INTEGER LAST_COL:INTEGER)

source This instruction takes two parameters, 1) a task name, and 2) the value
of the ‘‘source’’ attribute specified in the task description, if any.  If the
source attribute is not specified in the task description, the parameter is
the name of the syntax tree produced by the Durra compiler (See sec-
tion 6 for file-naming conventions).  This information might be used by
the task implementation to examine its own Durra description.  This in-
formation is passed to the indicated application task at startup.

(source MAIN.DISPLAY "display.durra.TREE")

Section 5 contains a complete example of a Durra application.  It consists of two type
declarations, three component task descriptions (and their implementations), the application
description, and the scheduler instructions produced by the Durra compiler.

2.2. Execution

After the file with instructions has been read and processed, the scheduler is ready to start
the execution of the application.  In the current UNIX implementation, this is done by per-
forming the following steps:

1. Allocate a UNIX socket for communication with the application tasks.  A UNIX
socket is a special intertask communications port defined by the UNIX operat-
ing system.

2. Establish communication with each of the processors running a Durra server
(Chapter 3).

3. For each of the task_load instructions, issue to the appropriate server a
run_task remote procedure call (Chapter 3).

4. Listen in on the UNIX socket allocated in the first step for remote procedure
calls from the application tasks (Chapter 4.1).
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5. Process the remote procedure calls from the application tasks (Section 4.1).

The scheduler waits until all tasks have completed their execution before it, in turn, finishes
its execution.

CMU/SEI-88-TR-18 11
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3. The Server

The server is responsible for starting tasks on its corresponding processor, as directed by
the scheduler.  One instance of the server must be running on each processor that is to
(potentially) execute Durra tasks.

When a server begins execution, it listens in on a predetermined socket for messages from
the scheduler.  Once a communication channel is open, the scheduler communicates with
the server using the following set of remote procedure calls:

run_task(name, host, port, id, source_attribute, debug_level, task_directory)
Requests the server to run (as an independent process) the executable
file ‘‘name,’’ a task implementation.  See Chapter 7 for details about
locations and directories for task implementations.

The parameters are: the host and socket where the scheduler will be
listening for messages from the task; the identifier (an integer) that the
task should use in identifying itself; the value of the ‘‘source’’ attribute
(used in the scheduler source instruction, described in section 2.1); the
level of information logged for debugging purposes; and finally, the di-
rectory where the server can find the task implementation and where
tracing files, if any, will be created (Chapter 7).

shutdown(exit_code)
Requests the server to terminate and exit.

restart() Reinitialize the server.
The server sits in a loop responding to the above requests from the scheduler, executing
them as directed.

CMU/SEI-88-TR-18 13
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4. Application Tasks

The component task implementations making up a Durra application can be written in any
language for which a Durra interface has been provided. As of this writing, there are Durra
interfaces for both C and Ada. The C interface appears as Appendix A.  The Ada interface
appears as Appendix B.

When a task is started, the scheduler supplies it with the following information (via a server):
the name of the host on which the scheduler is executing, the UNIX socket on which the
scheduler is listening for communications from the task, a small integer to be used in identi-
fying the task, and an application specific string as specified in the ‘‘source’’ attribute in the
task description (used by the scheduler source instruction, described in section 2.1).  The
first three parameters are necessary to establish proper communication with the scheduler.
The source parameter is provided for the convenience of the task implementation.  These
parameters are provided to the task by the server, which in turn obtains them, via the
run_task instruction, from the scheduler (See Chapter 3).

4.1. Remote Procedure Calls

Application tasks use the interface to communicate with other tasks.  From the point of view
of the task implementation, this communication is accomplished via procedure calls, which
return only when the operation is completed.  The following remote procedure calls (RPCs)
are provided:

init() Opens a connection to the scheduler.  There are several hidden
parameters supplied to the interface module by the server, which in turn
obtains them, via the run_task instruction, from the scheduler (Chapter
3).

finish() Informs the scheduler that the task is terminating.

get_portid(in name; out portid, bound, size)
Given a port name, returns a small integer port identifier to be used in
referring to that port.  The name of the port must correspond to one of
the ports used in the task description.  This call also returns the number
of elements that can be stored in the queue associated with the port
(‘‘bound’’) and the size of the elements (‘‘size’’).  If the size is variable,
‘‘size’’ is set to zero.

get_typeid(in name; out typeid, size)
Given a type name, returns a small integer type identifier to be used in
referring to that type.  The name of the type must correspond to one of
the type declarations stored in the library.  This call also returns the size
of elements of that type.  If the size is variable (e.g., variable length
strings, or union types of different sized types), ‘‘size’’ is set to zero.

send_port(in portid, data_address, count, typeid)
Sends a block of ‘‘count’’ bytes of data of type ‘‘typeid,’’ stored at
‘‘data_address,’’ to port ‘‘portid.’’
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get_port(in portid, data_address; out count, typeid)
Receives ‘‘count’’ bytes of data of type ‘‘typeid,’’ from port ‘‘portid,’’
stored at ‘‘data_address.’’

test_input_port(in portid; out count, type_of_next, size_of_next)
If ‘‘portid’’ is associated with an input port, test_input_port returns the
number of elements in the queue connected to the port and, if that num-
ber is at least one, returns the type and size of the next element in the
queue as well. Thus, test_input_port returns zero in ‘‘count’’ if a
get_port call will block, and a positive number if it will succeed.

The additional output parameters ‘‘type_of_next’’ and ‘‘size_of_next’’ al-
low the calling task to allocate an appropriate buffer area before making
a call to get_port. If ‘‘portid’’ is associated with an output port,
test_input_port records an error message and returns zero in each out
parameter.

test_output_port(in portid; out count)
If ‘‘portid’’ is associated with an output port, test_output_port returns
the number of available slots in the queue connected to the port. Thus,
test_output_port returns zero if a send_port call will block, and a posi-
tive number if it will succeed.  If ‘‘portid’’ is associated with an input port,
test_output_port records an error message and returns zero.

Using this collection of scheduler calls, Durra tasks typically would exhibit the following be-
havior:

1. Call the init function to establish communication with the scheduler.

2. Call get_portid for each of the task ports (these ports must correspond to the
ports used in the task description).

3. Call get_typeid for each of the task types (these types must correspond to the
data types used in the task description).

4. Call send_port and get_port as necessary to send and receive data.

5. Call finish to break communication with the scheduler.

This behavior is illustrated by an example application in the next chapter.
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5. A Durra Example

This chapter contains a complete example of a Durra application.  It consists of two type
declarations, three component task descriptions (and their implementations), the application
description, and the scheduler instructions produced by the Durra compiler.

The example (Figures 5-1 and 5-2) illustrates the use of a predefined task, broadcast,
which is implemented directly by the scheduler.  In this application, one task (‘‘taska’’) is
sending out strings of data, and the broadcast buffer task is sending it on to two other tasks
(‘‘taskb’’ and ‘‘taskc’’). The application description (‘‘main’’) cements all of the component
tasks together.

TaskB TaskC

Broadcast

TaskA

Figure 5-1: Application Structure

‘‘Byte’’ is the basic type (a scalar type 8 bits long).  ‘‘String’’ is an unbounded sequence of
bytes.

‘‘Taska’’ has a single output port, ‘‘out1,’’ which produces strings.  It can run on any VAX
processor and is implemented by the program ‘‘source_task.’’  ‘‘Taskb’’ and ‘‘taskc’’ both
have a single input port, ‘‘in1,’’ which consume strings.  These two tasks are implemented
by the program ‘‘sink_task.’’

Task ‘‘main’’ is the application description.  It specifies the three tasks that make up the
application, plus an instance of the predefined task broadcast. The structure part specifies
the interconnection of those four tasks.

After all of the above files are compiled, the Durra compiler generates a file with instructions
to the scheduler. See Section 2.1 for further information about the scheduler instructions.
See Chapter 6 for a description of the UNIX commands that invoke the compiler and
scheduler-instruction generator.  For this example application, the compiler produces the
scheduler instructions shown in Figure 5-3.
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type byte is size 8;

type string is array of byte;

a -- Type Declarations

task taska
ports

out1: out string;
attributes

processor = vax;
implementation = "source_task";

end taska;

task taskb
ports

in1: in string;
attributes

processor = vax;
implementation = "sink_task";

end taskb;

task taskc
ports

in1: in string;
attributes

processor = vax;
implementation = "sink_task";

end taskc;

b -- Component Task Descriptions

task main
structure

process p1: task taska;
p2: task taskb;
p3: task taskc;
pb: task broadcast

ports in1: in string;
out1, out2: out string;

end broadcast;
queues q1b: p1.out1 >> pb.in1;

qb2: pb.out1 >> p2.in1;
qb3: pb.out2 >> p3.in1;

end main;

c -- Application Description

Figure 5-2: Durra Type Declarations and Task Descriptions
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(buffer_task MAIN.PB BROADCAST *)
(port_allocate MAIN.P1 OUT1 STRING out)
(port_allocate MAIN.P2 IN1 STRING in)
(port_allocate MAIN.P3 IN1 STRING in)
(port_allocate MAIN.PB IN1 STRING in)
(port_allocate MAIN.PB OUT1 STRING out)
(port_allocate MAIN.PB OUT2 STRING out)
(queue_allocate MAIN Q1B P1 OUT1 PB IN1 0)
(queue_allocate MAIN QB2 PB OUT1 P2 IN1 0)
(queue_allocate MAIN QB3 PB OUT2 P3 IN1 0)
(source MAIN "taskmain.durra.TREE")
(source MAIN.P1 "taska.durra.TREE")
(source MAIN.P2 "taskb.durra.TREE")
(source MAIN.P3 "taskc.durra.TREE")
(task_load MAIN.P1 VAX "source_task")
(task_load MAIN.P2 VAX "sink_task")
(task_load MAIN.P3 VAX "sink_task")
(type BYTE SIZE 8 8)
(type STRING ARRAY BYTE)

Figure 5-3: Scheduler Instructions

The buffer_task instruction indicates which buffer task to use as process ‘‘pb.’’  Buffer tasks
are those tasks predefined in the language (broadcast, merge, and deal).

The port_allocate instructions set up all the ports in the application.  Recall that port names
are relative to a process and therefore do not have to be unique across the application.

The queue_allocate instructions set up all the queues in the application.  For instance one
of the instructions allocates the queue named ‘‘Q1B,’’ taking input from port ‘‘OUT2’’ of proc-
ess ‘‘MAIN_P1,’’ and outputting to port ‘‘IN1’’ of process ‘‘MAIN_PB.’’  The queue has the
default queue size.

The source instructions pass to the servers and the task implementations the name of the
syntax tree produced by the Durra compiler.

The task_load instructions associate the program to run (the task implementation), the
processor class, and the process name.

The type instructions define the application data types ‘‘BYTE’’ and ‘‘STRING.’’

Finally, we complete the example by listing the task implementations for ‘‘source_task’’ and
‘‘sink_task.’’ These are written in Ada and are shown in Figures 5-4 and 5-5.
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with System;
with Interface;
procedure source_task is
----------------------------------------------------------------------
--| A source task has one output port, "out1". Its behavior is to loop
--| sending 100 strings to out1.
----------------------------------------------------------------------
max_message_size: constant integer := 1000;
message_buffer: string(1..max_message_size) := (others => ’ ’);
out1_port_id, out1_bound: positive;
out1_type_id, out1_type_size: natural;

begin
Interface.Init;
Interface.Get_PortID("out1", out1_port_id, out1_bound, out1_type_size);
Interface.Get_TypeID("string", out1_type_id, out1_type_size);
for i in 1..100
loop
interface.Send_Port(out1_port_id,

message_buffer(1)’address,
max_message_size, --| the real thing
out1_type_id);

end loop;
Interface.Finish;

end source_task;

Figure 5-4: Ada Task Implementation of source_task
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with System;
with Interface;
procedure sink_task is
----------------------------------------------------------------------
--| A sink task has one input port, "in1". Its behavior is to loop
--| receiving 100 strings from in1.
----------------------------------------------------------------------
max_message_size: constant integer := 10000;
message_buffer: string(1..max_message_size);
in1_port_id, in1_bound: positive;
in1_type_id, in1_type_size: natural;
actual_message_type_id, actual_message_size: natural;

begin
Interface.Init;
Interface.Get_PortID("in1", in1_port_id, in1_bound, in1_type_size);
Interface.Get_TypeID("string", in1_type_id, in1_type_size);
for i in 1..100
loop
Interface.Get_Port(in1_port_id,

message_buffer(1)’address,
actual_message_size,
actual_message_type_id);

end loop;
Interface.Finish;

end sink_task;

Figure 5-5: Ada Task Implementation of sink_task
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6. Compilation and Execution Commands

Several UNIX commands have been defined to invoke the various programs that implement
Durra:

dall durra_description_file_name
The dall command invokes the Durra compiler to process a type decla-
ration, a task description, or an application description.  A lower-level
(i.e., component) task or type must be compiled before a higher-level
task or type that uses it.

By convention, Durra source file names have extension ‘‘durra.’’ The
dall command will supply the file extension if it is missing. For example,
invoking the command with ‘‘some_task’’ compiles file
‘‘some_task.durra.’’ The output files (syntax trees stored in the library)
will be named durra_description_file_name.TREE.

dcode application_description_file_name
The dcode command generates the scheduler instructions that execute
the application.  This command must be issued after all the components
and the application descriptions have been compiled with the dall com-
mand. The output file will be named
application_description_file_name.SCHED.

dserver {-ddebug_level}
The dserver command starts a Durra server.  It must be issued in each
processor that is to execute any of the application tasks.  The optional
parameter -ddebug_level is used for debugging purposes.

dsched { optional-parameters } scheduler_program_file_name
The dsched command starts the scheduler.  It must be issued in the
processor in which the scheduler will run.  The only parameter required
is the name of a file containing scheduler instructions.  By convention,
these files have names of the form application_name.durra.SCHED.
The dsched command will supply the appropriate file extensions
(‘‘.durra’’ and ‘‘.SCHED’’) if they are missing. For example, invoking the
command with ‘‘some_application’’, invokes the scheduler with
‘‘some_application.durra.SCHED’’. There are several optional
parameters:

-qqueue_size
Specifies the default size (number of elements) for those queues whose
size was not given in the task or application descriptions.  If this argu-
ment is not specified, the default queue size is 1.

-ddebug_level
Specifies the level of tracing and error login information to be recorded
at runtime. Is used for debugging purposes.

-cconfiguration_file
Specifies the name of a file containing implementation-dependent infor-
mation (e.g., the names of the available processors on which tasks can
execute).
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-sspecial_subdirectory
Specifies the name of the subdirectory in which the task implementa-
tions reside and in which tracing and error logging information will be
stored. See Chapter 7 for additional details.

dlibrary switches filenames
The dlibrary command implements a modest library management facil-
ity:

dlibrary -a directory_name
Adds a pointer to another directory to be searched for imported task
descriptions or type declarations.

dlibrary -r directory_name
Removes a pointer to another directory.  Task descriptions and type
declarations defined in that directory are no longer accessible.

dlibrary -d durra_file_name
Deletes a task description or type declaration from the library (the
source files are not disturbed, only the library entry is deleted).  Under
normal conditions there is no need to delete library entries using this
command because the compiler takes care of inserting or deleting task
descriptions or type declarations from the library.

dlibrary -c
Creates a new library (or reinitializes an existing library).  This command
is normally used on a fresh directory, when starting the development of
a new application.

The UNIX Make facility can be used to structure the file dependencies and invoke the com-
pilations in the right order.  This is illustrated by the UNIX Make file in Figure 6-1.  It defines
the file dependencies and order of compilation for all the files used in the example in Chap-
ter 5.
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example: sink_task source_task taskmain.durra.SCHED

sink_task: sink_taskB.a
a.make -v -C ’ada -O’ -f sink_taskB.a
a.ld sink_task -o sink_task

source_task: source_taskB.a
a.make -v -C ’ada -O’ -f source_taskB.a
a.ld source_task -o source_task

taskmain.durra.SCHED: byte.durra.TREE string.durra.TREE \
taska.durra.TREE taskb.durra.TREE \
taskc.durra.TREE taskmain.durra.TREE

dcode taskmain.durra

byte.durra.TREE: byte.durra
dall byte.durra

string.durra.TREE: string.durra byte.durra.TREE
dall string.durra

taska.durra.TREE: taska.durra string.durra.TREE
dall taska.durra

taskb.durra.TREE: taskb.durra string.durra.TREE
dall taskb.durra

taskc.durra.TREE: taskc.durra string.durra.TREE
dall taskc.durra

taskmain.durra.TREE: taskmain.durra string.durra.TREE \
taska.durra.TREE taskb.durra.TREE \
taskc.durra.TREE

dall taskmain.durra

Figure 6-1: A Make File
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7. Implementation Notes

The following implementation details are likely to change as the project evolves.

Special directory and files. The task implementations must be stored in a place where the
scheduler and the servers can find them.  Depending on the languages and operating sys-
tems, the format of the command(s) required to compile, link, and move the task implemen-
tations to the processors in which they will execute can vary.  In processors running the
UNIX operating system, the task implementations must be stored in directory
‘‘/usr/hetsim/bin.’’ The name of the runnable program must be specified as the value of the
‘‘implementation’’ attribute in the corresponding task descriptions.  Thus, if the value of the
implementation attribute is ‘‘foo,’’ the runnable program in a UNIX processor would be the file
‘‘/usr/hetsim/bin/foo.’’

In addition to the task implementations, any ‘‘source’’ parameters such as Durra syntax tree
files used by the implementations also need to be located on those processors in the
‘‘/usr/hetsim/bin’’ directory.  See the source scheduler instruction (Section 2.1) and the
run_task remote procedure call (Chapter 3) for a description of the ‘‘source’’ parameter.

To let the scheduler know what host processors it can count on to execute an application, a
special file, ‘‘/usr/hetsim/bin/config_txt,’’ must exist in the processor on which the scheduler
will execute.  Config.txt is a text file that describes each host in the following format (one
host per line):

hostname list_of_processor_attribute_values_for_that_host

For instance:

ag.sei.cmu.edu VAX UVAX VAXGROUP1 SEIAG
e.sei.cmu.edu VAX UVAX VAXGROUP2 SEIE
cx.sei.cmu.edu SUN SEICX
sei.cmu.edu VAX VAXGROUP1 SEI

The scheduler first determines the set of processors matching the processor attribute of the
task description and then chooses the least loaded of them (as measured by a raw count of
tasks assigned to that processor).  Note that a task can be assigned to run on a specific
processor by giving it a unique processor attribute value (e.g., SEIAG).

Shutting down and restarting the servers. After all the tasks have completed, the
scheduler sends shutdown messages (Chapter 3) to the servers, and they have to be
started anew for each new application execution, using the dserver command (Chapter 6).
Killing the servers is not strictly necessary; in the future the servers could be started at boot
time, along with the other system servers, in each of the processors, and kept running con-
tinuously.

Communication protocols. The scheduler communicates with the servers through a
reserved, preallocated UNIX socket, known to the servers.
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The current implementation has a single, centralized, scheduler communicating, via TCP/IP,
with the task implementations and the Durra servers on the various processors.  All commu-
nication flows through this central scheduler.  A later implementation will distribute the func-
tionality of the scheduler, sometimes even allowing direct task-to-task communication.  For
implementation on Nectar, the heterogeneous machine currently being designed by the De-
partment of Computer Science at Carnegie Mellon University, a different protocol will re-
place TCP/IP.

Missing pieces. The scheduler is by no means complete.  In particular, work is still needed
in the following areas:

• Signals, data transformations, and dynamic reconfigurations are not yet imple-
mented.

• Additional predefined tasks could be implemented by the scheduler.  Exactly
which ones are necessary will become apparent as we develop a user base.

• An interactive debugging and monitoring facility is necessary for users to debug
Durra applications by sending commands to the scheduler.

• A centralized scheduler is a bottleneck.  The scheduler functionality should be
distributed over a number of processors.
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